SUBJECT: REDACTED INTELLIGENCE REPORT 011
DATE: SPRING 2007-EARLY 2008
SOURCE: DEBRIEFING OF [DETAINEE] UNDER COALTION FORCES CONTROL
UNCLASSIFIED (AS REDACTED)
Summary:
[Detainee]’s second trip to Iran lasted approximately 28 days.
[Detainee] arrived at the camp at dusk.
[Detainee] provided the following timeline as an example of the normal hourly schedule
of training for [Detainee]’s second trip to Iran (Comment: All times are approximate and
local):
0500 — wake up, morning prayers, exercise until the sun comes up, shower, eat
breakfast
0800-0850 — class
0850-0900 — break
0900-0950 — class
0950-1000 — break
1000-1050 — class
1050-1100 — break
1100-1150 — class
1150-1330 — prayer and lunch time (The lunch break lasts approximately one and a
half to two hours, and varies in time depending on when the food is ready.)
1330-1420 — class
1420-1430 — break
1430-1520 — class
1520-1530 — break
1530-1620 — class
1620-1630 — break
Classes end at dusk. (Comment: [Detainee] is not able to give a standard time the
class sessions end, stating that the period of dusk varies with the months.)
Call to prayer — pray
Various — Dinnertime varies as dinner is brought to the trainees when the meal is
prepared. After dinner the trainees play ping pong or sleep.
2300 — Mandatory sleep time. Trainees are often asleep prior to the mandatory hour
as they are tired.
[Detainee] provided the following daily schedule of training for [Detainee]’s second trip
to Iran (Comment: All days are approximate and all times are approximate and local):

Days 1-4: Pistol and AK-47 training. Once the trainees arrived at camp, they waited for
four days before beginning the actual training due to the death of an unidentified
Hizballah trainer. The Hizballah trainer died during an IED class. The death of the
Hizballah trainer was also the reason that [Detainee] and the others were delayed in
Ahvas, IR during their travel to the camp. During the four day waiting period, the Iranian
in charge of the camp helped to keep the trainees busy with impromptu training of pistol
positions.
Day 5: Began class. One to two days were devoted to training on the AK-47.
Day 6: Trained on the GC, also called the G-3.
Day 7: Trained on the M-16 and M-18.
Day 8: Went to the practice range to practice with the weapons which were taught to
date. Approximate range schedule is as follows:
The trainees woke up before sunrise, exercised, and ate breakfast. At 0700, the
trainees left on a bus for the range, riding for approximately 20 to 30 minutes.
The trainer arrived to the range with a pick-up carrying weapons, ammunition, and
targets which looked alike. The targets were placed and the trainees fired until
lunchtime. Lunch was brought from camp. The trainees ate and smoked for
approximately an hour and fifteen minutes. The trainees fired again until they were
finished or approximately one hour prior to dusk. At dusk the trainees went back to
camp. At camp the trainees cleaned the weapons, prayed, ate dinner after which they
had free time to read, watch TV, review their homework, or play ping pong. Mandatory
sleep time began at 2300.
Days 9-10: One to two days were devoted to training on the PKC.
Day 11-12: Trained on the RPG and bazooka.
Day 13: Four trainees spent the day at the practice range using the PKC, RPG-7, and
bazooka. This practice range followed a similar schedule to the Day 8 range. The
trainees practiced first with the PKC, secondly with the RPG-7 and third with the
bazooka. The range ended two hours after lunch. When the trainees returned to camp
they cleaned the PKCs and RPG-7s, had free time, ate, then went to sleep.
Days 14-16: Trained on the Russian sniper rifle.
Day 17: Practice range for the sniper rifles. The range ended early because the sniper
rifles malfunctioned due to use of Iranian-made ammunition. The trainees waited while
an attempt was made to procure Russian-made ammunition. No Russian-made
ammunition was obtained. The trainees prayed, ate, and returned to camp. At camp
the trainees had free time then slept.

Days 18-19: Trained on the big, German sniper rifle called both the 12.7 and Caliber.
Day 20: Practice range for the German sniper rifle. There were four trainees and one
trainer at the range. The range ended after lunch because the German sniper rifles
malfunctioned. After their return to camp the trainees cleaned the weapons and were
given free time.
Days 21-22: [Detainee] sat for two days with nothing to do.
Days 23-26: When the explosive-specialization trainees were finished with their training,
[Detainee]’s group of weapons-specialization trainees and the explosive-specialization
trainees spent four days in Mashhad, IR. Each trainee had free time to do as they
wished. [Detainee] visited shrines and the zoo.
Days 27-28: The trainees waited for approximately two to three days.
Day 29: Attended party dressed in a camouflage uniform like the uniform of the IRGC
and Hizballah. XXXX, XXXX, and an Iranian named XXXX attended the party as
guests. There were cakes and gifts. XXXX spoke. The trainees left.
[Detainee]’s training in Iran also included religious instruction everyday for 40 to 50
minutes. The religious instruction was given either as the first class of the day or before
noon prayer. An unidentified Iranian Shayikh instructed the class. The Shayikh’s
Arabic language skills were poor and [Detainee] found the class to be boring.
[Detainee]’s instruction in Iran included discussions about CF body armor. There was
no discussion on the limitations of the armor. [Detainee] did not receive instruction on
the capabilities and limitations of CF armored vehicles during [Detainee]’s second trip to
Iran.
[Detainee] did not receive training on the SA-7.
[Detainee]’s weapons-specialization class had four students.
Classroom training aids included actual weapons, a whiteboard, and a projector.
There was one trainer per specialization. [Detainee]’s trainer was XXXX. XXXX was
relaxed, but somewhat spacey and a deep-thinker. XXXX seemed angry, possibly
because he had to replace an unidentified trainer to provide instruction to [Detainee]’s
class.
[Detainee] was placed in charge of the attendance of the group training with [Detainee].
[Detainee] was told to write down the names of those who were tardy on a sheet of
paper. [Detainee] never wrote any names down as [Detainee] was always late to class
himself.

[Detainee] became good friends with XXXX.
[Detainee] identified the following documents:
This paper does not belong to me. I have heard about this. It is for salary.

Document captured during the objective
The document shows the points used to calculate salary. [Detainee] has no knowledge
of who developed the point system. [Detainee] heard XXXX speak about raising
salaries by using a point system. The system was implemented about two to three
months prior to [Detainee]’s day of capture. [Detainee]’s salary was raised from
300,000 IZD to 400,000 IZD. [Detainee] received two payments at the 400,000 IZD
salary level prior to being detained.
.

Document captured during the objective

[Detainee] thinks CF has a make-shift position at the above coordinates. If the
coordinates are to a CF location, the intention is to attack the location. (Comment:
[Detainee] alluded to the use of missiles against the CF position.)

